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	Data mining and knowledge discovery can today be considered as stable fields with
	numerous efficient methods and studies that have been proposed to extract knowledge
	from data. Nevertheless, the famous golden nugget is still challenging. Actually, the
	context evolved since the first definition of the KDD process and knowledge has now
	to be extracted from data getting more and more complex. The structure of the data,
	for instance, doesn’t match the attribute-value format when considering the web, texts
	or videos.


	In the framework of Data Mining, many software solutions have been developed
	for the extraction of knowledge from tabular data (which are typically obtained from
	relational databases). Methodological extensions have been proposed to deal with data
	initially obtained from other sources, like in the context of natural language (text mining)
	and image (image mining). KDD has thus evolved following a unimodal scheme
	instantiated according to the type of the underlying data (tabular data, text, images,
	etc), which, at the end, always leads to working on the classical double entry tabular
	format.


	The aim of this book is to gather the most recent works that address issues related to the concept of mining complex data. The whole knowledge discovery process being involved, our goal is to provide researchers dealing with each step of this process by key entries. Actually, managing complex data within the KDD process implies to work on every step, starting from the pre-processing (e.g. structuring and organizing) to the visualization and interpretation (e.g. sorting or filtering) of the results, via the data mining methods themselves (e.g. classification, clustering, frequent patterns extraction, etc.). The papers presented here are selected from the workshop papers held yearly since 2006.
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Simply a Great Manager: The 15 fundamentals of being a successful managerMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2008

	Like many things in life, becoming a great manager is in fact a simple process - if only we knew how and changed our current habits. The authors in this book have identified 15 fundamental principles that are exhibited by great managers and which can easily be followed by mere mortals when they have something or somebody to manage. These...
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GPS For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Find GPS waypoint data, discover geocaching, and more
Choose a GPS receiver, make your own maps, and get on – or off – the road     

Here’s what you need to make the most of that handy, portable GPS gadget and all its amazing features! Pick the right receiver for you, create a map from your front door to Aunt...
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Global TabloidRoutledge, 2021

	At the risk of tempting fate or even history, we suggest that there is a spectre

	stalking the global mediasphere. This spectre is the tabloid. Like any good spectre,

	it is hard to pin down. Critical neglect has played a part in this. It is a tendency we

	aim to correct. For a time in the 1990s, discussions of the tabloid or the...
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Salvador Dali (Best of)Parkstone Press, 2014

	Salvador Dalí (1904-1989) is best known for his unique and striking style with an extraordinary repertoire reaching out across film, painting, photography, and sculpture. Whilst his name may be most commonly associated with Surrealism, Dalí consummately displayed mastery over such broad genres as classical, modernist, and Cubist...
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Raven: Scripting Java Builds with RubyApress, 2007
Raven is a Ruby-based build system that leverages Ruby tools (namely Rake and Gems) to help you effectively and easily manage your Java projects, providing a way to handle dependencies and specific tasks for Java. Raven: Scripting Java™ Builds with Ruby
 covers the most productive and flexible Java build tool around with the...
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The Expert Guide to Beating Heart Disease: What You Absolutely Must KnowHarper Perennial, 2005

	What Do the Best-Trained Doctors Do to Beat Heart Disease?


	In today's avalanche of medical information, how can you distinguish between proven evidence and unfounded claims? This is the first book to translate key medical data into clear guidelines capturing the highest treatment standards for heart disease. Renowned...
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